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The napkin    bloomed like  the nail polished cotton balls    I   pick    each morning    off the sidewalk   at the bus stop   ‐taste eggplant gravel‐  as the frost pools ‐before evaporating– in the brasicus’ leaves.  *  A Chloe, a leaf‐cradled particle left in an aurora. 
20 
I took the earth apart last night   and that look on your sordid face      ‐inorganic light of a used refrigerator‐   resonating like fireflies.   *    Photograph flashes  from a murder scene.   Displaced bits of moon    in notches around the linoleum   *  A Chloe  or film‐stills of rain scraped from a choked throat coughing up small southwestern towns. 
21 
A Chloe’s elated.      The radio feels otherwise.                            
22 




Halcyon is the moss loosening a Chloe’s fingers from her wrist.    the interior of a veined knuckle   resting in dirt  *   The little eyelids droop in a children’s story about a body and all its paper bag parts.  sand and glass   cuddle    burnt   on the beach.   *   there’s a bird in my wall. 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A Chloe says,    “On the inside of my skin I have molecules.   I have cells.   I have my palm surrounded the handrails,     I have fingers that don’t touch the rust beneath them.      I have toes on wet concrete.         I a belly of book covers   with dogs and sad elephants.”    
48 




 Ara says,   “I thought about your cells     peeling like scotch tape,      horrid     and without place.”  *  Halcyon takes silica from a Chloe’s eyes each afternoon.  eyelids   becoming bloated clouds.  *  The circumference of worms curdle, curious of a page.   
51 




Halcyon places a pinky  in what was once a mouth, blows into it as if kneading a fire.     residual saliva   and breath The friction of the dry tongue ‐  October frosted grass ‐  gives dimples.  Halcyon’s eyes are the reflective gaze of the spit bubble moon.  a dimple a mole a fleck of gravel on a Chloe’s cheek.  Halcyon says,   “I can see her through the fluvial lights in the tree.”           
54 












    Halcyon says, “A memory    is the nucleus veiled:    a cloud cover over a ridge,   a breath or against a spine.”  *  Ara asks, “Do you know spring  through what’s found  when you trace back?”   *  A Chloe asks, “A body or  a place in procession?”       
61 


















1. Baus, Eric. The to Sound. Amherst, MA: Verse, 2004. Print. 
I like the way Baus is able to revel in the weird. It’s kind of post-surreal. 
Something I’m trying for too.  
 
2. Burroughs, William S., and Brion Gysin. The Third Mind. New York: Viking, 1978. 
Print. 
In the chapter on film they discuss film’s existence as representation. Not that this 
is a new idea, but it’s something I’m interested in. 
 
3. Carr, Julie. 100 Notes on Violence. Boise, ID: Ahsahta, Boise State University, 2010. 
Print. 
A valuable resource when approaching a work that contemplates and explores 
violence. 
 4. Dickinson, Emily. The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson. Boston: Little, Brown, 1960. Print 
Her immense control over the turns a poem takes. I’ve attempted such subtle 
turns. Also, a words ability to stand with multiple meanings within a line. 
   
5. First Aid Kit. Entire Discography.  
A band I credit with a lot of the mythical woodsy scenes. I was just listening to 
them a lot while writing. They’re the two sisters with voices so close they carry 
one another.  
 
6. Hume, Christine. Shot. Denver, CO: Counterpath, 2010. Print. 
Hume’s inconsistent use of punctuation and form. Allowing each poem to have its 
own agenda. Not pushing the poem toward an end. Also, the idea of a poem’s 






8. Mallarme, Stephane. "Stephane Mallarme: Selected Prose." Cialis For Sale Visa, MC, 
Echeck Online - Canadian Healthcare. Web. 01 Apr. 2011. 
<http://studiocleo.com/librarie/mallarme/prose.html>. 
rom Crisis in verse I, consciously, began paying attention to words purposely out 
of place. This derives from a re-interpretation of his desire for manipulated 
rhythms.  
 
9. McGlynn, Karyna. I Have to Go Back to 1994 and Kill a Girl: Poems. Louisville, KY: 
Sarabande, 2009. Print. 
This book deals with very grim, dark, and violent material in an admirable way.  
 
10. O’Hara, Frank. "Statements on Poetics, Frank O'Hara." The New American Poetry. 
New York: Grove, 1960. 419-20. Print 
“It may be that poetry makes life’s nebulous events tangible to me and restores 
their detail; or conversely, that poetry brings forth the intangible quality of 
incidents which are all too concrete and circumstantial. Or each on specific 
occasions, or both all the time.”  
Beyond that, I’m enthralled with his mastery of the colloquial. It’s a thing I try 
and do too. 
 
11. Watson, Patrick. 
Another musician I listened to quite a bit that helped me occupy the space of the 
project. 
 
12. Whitman, Walt. Complete Poetry and Collected Prose: Leaves of Grass (1855) ; 
Leaves of Grass (1891-92) ; Complete Prose Works (1892) ; Supplementary Prose. New 
York: Literary Classics of the United States, 1982. Print 
Much of Halcyon’s language was derived from an erasure of Leaves of Grass I’ve 





The word moon against   your face as you   wrinkle.        
  
  
